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Abstract
This paper considers the issue of GMM estimation of a short dynamic panel data
model when the errors are correlated across individuals. We focus particularly on
the conditions required in the cross-sectional dimension of the error process for the
dynamic panel GMM estimator to remain consistent. To this end, we demonstrate
that cross-sectional independence (or uncorrelatedness) is not necessary   rather,
it su¢ ces that, if there is such correlation in the errors, this is weak. We dene
a stochastic scalar sequence to be cross-sectionally weakly correlated at any given
point in time if the sequence of the covariances of the observations across individu-
als i and j at time t, given the conditioning set of all time-invariant characteristics
of individuals i and j, converges absolutely as N ! 1. Spatial dependence sat-
ises this condition but factor structure dependence does not. Consequently, the
dynamic panel GMM estimator is consistent only in the rst case. Under cross-
sectionally weakly correlated errors, an additional, non-redundant, set of moment
conditions becomes relevant for each i   specically, instruments with respect to
the individual(s) which unit i is correlated with. We demonstrate that these mo-
ment conditions remain valid when the errors are subject to both weak and strong
correlations, in which situation the standard moment conditions with respect to in-
dividual i itself are invalidated   meaning that the dynamic panel GMM estimator
is inconsistent. Simulated experiments show that the resulting method of moments
estimators largely outperform the conventional ones in terms of both median bias
and root median square error.
Key Words: dynamic panel data, spatial dependence, factor structure dependence, Gen-
eralised Method of Moments.
JEL Classication: C13; C31; C33.
1 Introduction
In developing the theory of GMM estimation of short dynamic panel data models, it
is commonly assumed that the regression errors are independently distributed across
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individuals (see e.g. Anderson and Hsiao, 1981, pg. 598, Arellano and Bond, 1991, pg.
278, Arellano, 1993, pg. 88, Ahn and Schmidt, 1995, pg. 7, Blundell and Bond, 1998,
page 118, and others). This assumption is usually made for identication purposes
rather than descriptive accuracy with the hope, presumably, that by conditioning on a
su¢ cient number of explanatory variables, what is left over can be treated as a purely
idiosyncratic disturbance that is uncorrelated across individuals. On the other hand, in
empirical applications of GMM estimation this rather strong assumption is somewhat
relaxed by allowing for common variations in the dependent variable at any given point
in time using two-way error components disturbances (e.g. Arellano and Bond, 1991,
pg. 288, Blundell and Bond, 1998, pg. 137, Bover and Watson, 2005, pg. 1975). In
practice, however, a i + ft + "i;t formulation is unlikely to be adequate to remove all
correlated behaviour in the errors and this may result in misleading inferences and even
inconsistent GMM estimators (Saradis and Robertson, 2008)1.
Error cross-sectional dependence may arise for various reasons in practice; for ex-
ample, it may be due to the presence of spatial correlations specied on the basis of
economic and social distance (Conley, 1999) or relative location (Anselin, 1988), as well
as due to the presence of unobserved components that give rise to a common factor
specication in the disturbances with a xed number of factors (e.g. Goldberger, 1972,
and J
::
oreskog and Goldberger, 1975). Methods that account for a multi-factor error
structure have been proposed by Robertson and Symons (2000), Coakley, Fuertes and
Smith (2002), Phillips and Sul (2003), Moon and Perron (2004), Bai (2005), Pesaran
(2006) and others. However, these methods are theoretically justied in panels where
the number of time series observations (T ) is large. To the best of our knowledge, no
study exists that accounts for spatial correlations in a short dynamic panel data model.
The present paper deals specically with the issue of GMM estimation of a short dy-
namic panel data model when the errors are not independent across individuals. A major
focus lies on the conditions required in the cross-sectional dimension of the error process
for the dynamic panel GMM estimator to remain consistent. To this end, we demon-
strate that independence, or uncorrelatedness, is not necessary for GMM consistency or
asymptotic e¢ ciency   rather, it is su¢ cient that, if there is such correlation in the er-
rors, this is weak. We dene a stochastic scalar sequence to be cross-sectionally weakly
correlated at any given point in time if the sequence of the covariances of the observa-
tions across individuals i and j at time t, given the conditioning set of all time-invariant
characteristics of individuals i and j, converges absolutely as N ! 1. Conversely,
a sequence is strongly correlated if the sequence of the covariances does not converge
absolutely. We show that the spatial approach to modelling error cross-sectional depend-
ence, which typically assumes uniform boundedness of the row and column sums of the
weighting matrix, satises weak correlation, although it is more restrictive in the sense
that the latter does not require uniform boundedness. On the other hand, under factor
structure dependence the errors are cross-sectionally strongly correlated and therefore
the dynamic panel GMM estimator is not consistent. The two-way error components
1 In an inuential paper, Phillips and Sul (2007) analyse the impact of error cross section dependence
on the dynamic Fixed E¤ects (FE) estimator.
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model violates weak cross-sectional dependence too, albeit the problem can be dealt in
this case via time-specic demeaning of the observations. However, careful analysis
needs to be made in this case because the aforementioned transformation induces some
dependency among the N individual equations and therefore the moment conditions are
not valid anymore for nite N , a result that is usually ignored in the literature.
In addition, this paper shows that when the errors are cross-sectionally weakly cor-
related in the way dened above, then for each individual i there is an additional set
of moment conditions that becomes relevant   in particular, instruments with respect
to the individuals which unit i is spatially correlated with. We demonstrate that these
extra moment conditions are not redundant in the sense that the asymptotic variance of
the GMM estimator from the enlarged set of moment conditions is less than the GMM
estimator that uses the smaller set of moment conditions, i.e. those instruments with
respect to individual i. The spatial moment conditions can be particularly useful when
the errors are subject to both weak and strong correlations because the standard moment
conditions are invalidated in this case, meaning that the dynamic panel GMM estimator
is inconsistent. The situation of both weak and strong correlations is also considered
by Pesaran and Tosetti (2007) but for a model with no lags of the dependent variable
on the right-hand side and T su¢ ciently large.
The structure of the paper is as follows. The following section species the panel
regression model in a way that encompasses common unobserved factors and spatial de-
pendence. Section 3 reviews the standard moment conditions used in GMM estimation
under two-way error components disturbances. Section 4 addresses the issue of consist-
ency for the dynamic panel GMM estimator when the independence assumption across
individuals is relaxed. Section 5 shows that under cross-sectionally weakly correlated
errors, additional non-redundant moment conditions become relevant for each individual
i, which arise from the individual(s) which unit i is spatially correlated with. Section
6 demonstrates the validity of these extra moment conditions under both weakly and
strongly correlated errors and the following section analyses the properties of the res-
ulting GMM estimators, including when the problem of weak instruments applies. The
performance of these estimators is investigated in Section 8 using simulated data. A
nal section concludes.
2 Model Specication
We focus on dynamic panel data models of the following rst-order autoregressive form
yi;t = yi;t 1 + i;t; i = 1; :::; N and t = 2; :::; T
i;t = i + ui;t, ui;t =
MX
m=1
i;mwi;mfm;t + "i;t = (i wi)0 ft + "i;t, (1)
where yi;t is the observation of the dependent variable of the ith cross-sectional unit
at time t and  is a xed parameter to be estimated with jj < 1. i;t is a composite
error term that consists of i, an individual-specic time-invariant e¤ect with zero mean
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and constant nite variance 2, and a weighted sum of error components, where ft =
(f1;t; :::; fM;t)
0 denotes an M  1 vector of unobservables, i =
 
i;1; :::; i;M
0 is an
M  1 vector of the corresponding coe¢ cients, wi = (w1;i; :::; wM;i)0 is an M  1 vector
of deterministic bounded weights,  denotes the Hadamard product and "i;t is a purely
idiosyncratic disturbance with zero mean and constant nite variance 2".
We make the following assumptions
Assumption 1: E (i"i;t) = 0 for all i, t, and E (ij) = 0 for all i 6= j.
Assumption 2: E ("i;t"i;s) = 0 for all i and t 6= s.
Assumption 3: E (yi;1ui;t) = 0; for i = 1; :::; N and t = 2; 3; :::; T .
Assumption 4: E (ft) = 0, E (ftf 0s) =
(
2fIM for t = s, where 
2
f =

2f1 ; :::; 
2
fM

,
0 otherwise.
Assumption 5: i;m is non-stochastic and bounded with limN!1
h
1
N
PN
i=1i
i
= ,
limN!1
h
1
N
PN
i=1
o
i
o0
i+k
i
=

 for k = 0 and
0 otherwise
, where  is an M M pos-
itive semi-denite matrix and o
i
= i   .
Assumption 6: E(ift) = 0, E("itft) = 0 for all i, t.
Assumptions 1-3 are standard in the GMM literature. Assumption 2 can be easily
relaxed by allowing "i;t  MA(k), where k is a small positive integer.2 Assumption 3
ensures that su¢ ciently lagged values of yi;t will be uncorrelated with the rst-di¤erence
of "i;t and thus they will be available as instruments. Assumption 4 implies that ft
is serially and mutually uncorrelated. Assumption 5 ensures that the coe¢ cients of ft
are bounded, as well as mutually and cross-sectionally uncorrelated. Assumption 6 is a
random coe¢ cients type of assumption and implies that the ft are uncorrelated with i
and "i;t for all i and t.
Note that all the results discussed below extend in an obvious fashion to higher order
autoregressive processes as well as to panel autoregressive distributed lag models. Dene
the (T   1)M matrix F = [f2; f3; :::fT ]0, and the N M matrices  = [1;2; :::N ]0,
W = [w1;w2; :::wN ]
0. The initial model given in (1) can be written more compactly as
Y =Y 1 ++ u, u = (W)F0 + ", (2)
where Y = [Y1; :::;YN ]
0, a N  (T   1) matrix with Yi = (yi;2; yi;3; :::; yi;T )0, Y 1 =
[Y1; 1; :::;YN; 1]0 aN(T   1)matrix withYi; 1 = (yi;1; yi;2; :::; yi;T 1)0,  = [1;2; :::;N ]0
with i = iiT 1 and iT 1 being a (T   1)1 column vector of ones and " = ["1; :::; "N ]0
with "i = ("i;2; "i;3; :::; "i;T )
0.
2AR processes can be accomodated by adding further lags of the dependent variable on the right-hand
side of the regression model.
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The composite error term, u, has a exible structure in that it can characterise
various forms of cross-sectional dependence, which includes dependence that is due to
the presence of unobserved common factors, as well as spatial correlations in the error
process, depending on the structure ofW. Specically, the multi-factor structure arises
from (2) by setting W = iM i0M , where iM is a M  1 column vector of ones. In this
case we have var (ui;t) =
PM
m=1 
2
i;m
2
fm
+ 2" and
cov (ui;t; ui+k;s) =
 PM
m=1 i;mi+k;m
2
fm
for t = s,
0 otherwise.
(3)
The Spatial Error Components (SEC) process3 arises from (2) by imposing appro-
priate homogeneity restrictions on i;m, and setting M = N , 
2
fm
= 2f 8 m, and W
equal to a sparse matrix populated primarily with zeros. For instance, in a circular4
SEC(1) processW is given by
W =WSEC(1) =
26666664
1 1 0 0 0 0 : : : : : 0
0 1 1 0 0 0 : : : : : 0
0 0 1 1 0 0 : : : : : 0
: : : : : : : : : : : :
0 0 0 : : : : : : 0 1 1
1 0 0 : : : : : : 0 0 1
37777775 , (4)
and i;m = i(modN)+1;m(modN)+1 =  for i = 1; :::; N and m = i + , where  =
0; 1, while n (modN) is the modulo operator, which is dened as the remainder after
numerical division of n by N to obtain integer values. Thus, for n = 1; :::; N   1,
n (modN)+1 = n+1, for n = N , N (modN)+1 = 1, and for n > N , n (modN) = n N .
In this case we have E (ui;t) = 0, var (ui;t) = 2" +
 
20 + 
2
1

2f and
cov (ui;t; ui+k;s) =

(1 + 2)
2
f for  = i (modN) + 1 and t = s,
0 otherwise.
(5)
The Spatial Moving Average (SMA) process is a restricted case of the SEC form; it
arises by setting fm;t = "i;t when m = i, for m = 1; :::; N . The structure ofW depends
again on the order of the spatial correlations. For example, the circular SMA(1) process
sets
W =WSMA(1) =WSEC(1)   IM . (6)
In this case we have E (ui;t) = 0, var (ui;t) = 2"
 
1 + 21

and
cov (ui;t; ui+k;s) =

1
2
" for  = i (modN) + 1 and t = s,
0 otherwise.
(7)
3See Kelejian and Robinson (1995).
4See e.g. Baltagi, Bresson and Pirotte (2007).
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SMA processes of higher order can be accomodated in a straightforward way. As-
suming invertibility, the Spatial Autoregressive (SAR) form can be obtained using an
innite SMA representation5.
Hence, spatial dependence can be viewed as a special form of factor structure de-
pendence with, essentially, appropriate zero restrictions onW and homogeneity restric-
tions on . Therefore, one may think of the unobserved components, F, in (2) as
shocks, the impact of which is either global (factors) or local (spatially correlated
components), depending on the structure of W. It follows that mixture cases can
be accomodated in a straightforward way; for example, a K-factor process along with
a spatial rst-order moving average process arises from (2) by setting M = N + K,
i;m = i(modN)+1;m(modM)+1 =  for i = 1; :::; N and m = i+1, fm;t = "i;t when m = i,
for m = 1; :::; N , and nally
W =
26666664
0 1 0 : : : : : 0 1    1
0 0 1 0 : : : : 0 1    1
: : : : : : : : : 1    1
: : : : : : : : : 1    1
0 : : : : 0 0 0 1 1    1
1 : : : : : 0 0 0 1    1
37777775 . (8)
We consider estimation of mixture models in Section 6.
3 Moment Conditions in Standard GMM Estimation
Typical GMM estimation of linear dynamic panel data models of the form given in (1)
imposes i;m = 0 for all i and m, such that any form of dependence in the error process
across individuals, whether this is spatial or subject to a factor structure, is ruled out6.
Consequently, applying rst-di¤erences in (1) yields
yi;t = yi;t 1 +i;t; i = 1; :::; N and t = 3; :::; T . (9)
Using Assumptions 1-3 the following  = (T   1) (T   2) =2 moment conditions be-
come available
E (yi;t si;t) = 0; for t = 3; :::; T and 2  s  t  1. (10)
On the other hand, in empirical applications it is common practice to generalise the
error structure by allowing for common variations in the dependent variable using a
two-way error components formulation7:
i;t = i + ft + "i;t. (11)
5 In this case,W is not sparse, however its elements will decline with a distance measure that increases
su¢ ciently rapidly as the sample increases. For instance, Stetzer (1982) models the distance decay by
a negative exponential function, wi;m = exp ( di;m), 0 <  < 1, with di;m denoting the distance
between individuals i and m.
6See Section 1 for related references.
7Viz. footnote 5.
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The above formulation can be viewed as a degenerate factor structure in which
i =  = 1. In this case, the moment conditions given in (10) are not valid anymore
because for xed T we have8
E
 
yi;t si;tj ffngt 1

=
= E
" 
i
1   +
1X
=0
"i;t s  +
1X
=0
ft s 
!
(ft +"i;t) j ffngt 1
#
=
1X
=0
ft s ft 6= 0. (12)
Notice that in our large N asymptotics it is the conditional expectation that is
relevant since we are never taking large T averages. Transforming the observations in
terms of deviations from time-specic averages eliminates this problem by removing the
common time e¤ect from the regression error
it = it   t = (i   ) + (ft   ft) + ("it   "t) = i + "it. (13)
Of course, this transformation induces some dependency across individuals and there-
fore the moment conditions on the transformed observations are valid only for large
N , which is what we require. In particular, dening y
i;t s = yi;t s   yt s with
yt s =
1
N
PN
i yit s, y
o
i;t s = yi;t s   eyt s , where eyt s = E  yi;t sj ffngt s 1, it =
 [i;t   t] and oit = 

i;t   et, where et = E  i;tj ffngt 1, we have
p
N
1
N
NX
i=1
h
y
i;t si;t
i
=
p
N
1
N
NX
i=1
 
yi;t s   eyt s   yt s   eyt s  i;t   et   t   et
=
1p
N
NX
i=1
h
yo
i;t s
o
i;t
i
+ op (1) , (14)
since 
 
t   et = Op  N 1=2, yt s eyt s = Op  N 1=2, N 1=2PNi=1 yoi;t s = Op (1)
and N 1=2
PN
i=1
o
it = Op (1). Hence, given that y
o
i;t s
o
i;t are independent across i,
a suitable CLT (Central Limit Theorem) ensures that
1p
N
NX
i=1
h
yo
i;t s
o
i;t
i
d! N

0; var

1p
N
yo
i;t s
o
i;t

. (15)
8See also Saradis and Robertson (2008).
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Now dene
Zi =
266664
y
i;1
0 0    0 0    0
0 y
i;1
y
i;2
   0 0    0
...
...
...
...
...
...
0 0 0    y
i;1
y
i;2
   y
i;T 2
377775 ; i =
26664
i;3
i;4
...
i;T
37775 , (16)
and Z = (Z01;Z
0
2; :::;Z
0
N )
0. The cross-sectionally demeaned and rst-di¤erenced GMM
estimator equals
bDIF GMM =  1
N
y0 1Z
bANZ0y 1 1  1Ny0 1ZbANZ0y

(17)
with y =

y0
1
; :::;y0
N
0
, y
i
=

y
i;3
; :::;y
i;T
0
, y
; 1 =

y0
1; 1; :::;y
0
N; 1
0
and y
i; 1 =

y
i;2
; :::;y
i;T 1
0
. bAN is some weighting matrix that satises
bAN  AN p! 0, (18)
where AN is a non-stochastic sequence of positive denite matrices. Alternative choices
of bAN lead to di¤erent GMM estimators, which are all consistent but they di¤er in
terms of e¢ ciency. The asymptotically e¢ cient DIF GMM estimator sets bAN equal
to the inverse of the covariance matrix of the moment conditions9   that is, bA 1N =
est:asy:var
p
N 1NZ
0

, assuming that this matrix exists and is nite positive den-
ite. When "it is homoskedastic bA 1N can be approximated by
bA 1N = 1N Z0HZ, (19)
where
H = IN 
Hi (20)
and
Hi =
2666664
2  1    0
 1 2    0
...
...
...
: :  1
0 0     1 2
3777775 . (21)
Therefore, it is clear that the weighting matrix bA 1N involves the Kronecker product
between two distinct matrices, the former of which reects cross-sectional dependence in
the error structure (which, for large N , is zero in the present case and hence the use of the
identity matrix) while the latter reects time series dependence in the error structure,
9See Hansen (1982).
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and in particular rst-order serial correlation, which is induced by rst-di¤erencing the
observations. Note that since the individual equations are independent across i for
large N , bA 1N can also be written as bA 1N = 1N Pi Z0iHiZi. Therefore, an equivalent
expression for (17) is given by
bDIF GMM =
24 1
N
 
NX
i=1
y0
i; 1Zi
! 
1
N
X
i
Z0iHiZi
! 1 NX
i=1
Z0iyi; 1
!35 1
24 1
N
 
NX
i=1
y0
i; 1Zi
! 
1
N
X
i
Z0iHiZi
! 1 NX
i=1
Z0iyi
!35 . (22)
When the individual observations are not independent across i, (22) is not equivalent to
(17).
The standard rst-di¤erenced GMM (DIF GMM) estimator may have poor nite
sample properties in terms of bias and precision when  ! 1 or 2=2" ! 1. As a
result, Blundell and Bond (1998) developed an approach outlined in Arellano and Bover
(1995), which combines the equations in rst-di¤erences with the equations in levels,
using yi;t 1 as an instrument for the lagged dependent variable, yi;t 1
E (yi;t 1i;t) = 0; for t = 3; 4; :::; T . (23)
This approach gives rise to a system GMM (SYS GMM) estimator, which is valid
provided that the deviations of the initial observations from the long-run convergent
values are uncorrelated with the individual-specic, time-invariant e¤ects   that is,
E

i

yi;1   i
1  

= 0. (24)
If common time e¤ects are included in the error process, what is required is that
plimN!1
"
1
N
NX
i=1

i

y
i;1
  i
1  
#
= 0. (25)
Thus, dening
Zsysi =
266664
Zi 0    0
0 y
i;2
0
: :
. . . :
0 0    y
i;T
377775 ; sysi =

i
i

,
and Zsys =
 
Zsys01 ; Z
sys0
2 ; :::; Z
sys0
N
0
, the SYS GMM estimator is given by
bSY S GMM =  1
N
ysys0 1 Z
sys bAN;sysZsys0ysys 1  1  1N ysys0 1 Zsys bAN;sysZsys0ysys

(26)
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where ysys =

ysys0
1
;ysys0
2
; :::;ysys0
N
0
, ysys
i
=

y
i;3
; :::;y
i;T
; y
i;3
; :::; y
i;T
0
, ysys 1 =
ysys0
1; 1;y
sys0
2; 1; :::;y
sys0
N; 1
0
, and ysys
i; 1 =

y
i;2
; :::;y
i;T 1; yi;2; :::; yi;T 1
0
.
With homoskedastic errors the optimal choice of bAN;sys is given by10
bAN;sys =  1
N
Zsys0HsysZsys
 1
, (27)
where Hsys equals
Hsys =

H D
D0 IN(T 2)

(28)
with IN(T 2) = IN 
 IT 2 and C = IN 
D1, where D1 takes the value of 1 on the main
diagonal,  1 on the rst lower o¤-diagonal and zero otherwise.
The next section addresses the issue of consistency for the dynamic panel GMM
estimator when the restriction i;m = 0 8 i, m is relaxed.
4 The Consistency of the Dynamic Panel GMM Estimator
Under Error Cross-sectional Dependence
Given Assumptions 1-6 and model (2), the structure of W will be critical upon the
asymptotic properties of the GMM estimator. To begin with, we rstly dene the
concept of a cross-sectionally weakly correlated process. Let

ti, i  1
	
be the scalar
sequence 1;t; 2;t; 3;t; :::. There are (T   1) such scalar sequences, for t = 2; :::; T .
Denition 1 The double-indexed sequence fit, i  1; t  1g is said to be cross-sectionally
weakly correlated if, for each i and j > 0, fij;t, j 6= ig converges absolutely as N !1,
that is, X
j 6=i
jij;tj <1, for all t, (29)
where ij;t =Cov(it; jtjij), and ij denotes the conditioning set of all time-invariant
characteristics of individuals i and j. Similarly, the same sequence is said to be cross-
sectionally strongly correlated if it does not converge absolutely, i.e. (29) is violated.
Theorem 2 Let

ti, i  1
	
be the scalar sequence 1;t; 2;t; 3;t; :::, and satises As-
sumptions 1-6, where i;t = i+
PM
m=1 i;mwi;mfm;t+"i;t. Suppose that (i) wi;m = O (1)
8 i, m, (ii) Ri=N ! 1 for i = 1; :::; N , where Ri is the number of elements in the ith
row of W that are either zero or at most of order N 1=2  for some   0, and (iii)
Cm=N ! 1, where Cm is the number of elements in the mth column ofW that are either
zero, or of smaller order than N 1=2.Then

ti
	
is cross-sectionally weakly correlated.
10This is for 2 = 0; see Windmeijer (2000) and Kiviet (2007).
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Proof. See Appendix A.
Note that Theorem 2 is more general than a uniform boundedness condition for the
row and column sums of W (typically employed in spatial models), which is stated as
follows11
NX
i=1
jwi;mj  Bw <1 8 m and
MX
m=1
jwi;mj  Bw <1 8 i, M = N . (30)
This is because uniform boundedness satises conditions (i)-(iii) of Theorem 2 but not
vice versa. In particular, under Theorem 2 it is possible that jjWjj1 = maxi
PM
m=1 jwi;mj =
O
 
N1=2

and jjWjj1 = maxm
PN
i=1 jwi;mj = o
 
N1=2
   hence, the row/column sums
of W will not necessarily be bounded, even if the error process is weakly correlated.
This situation may arise in a number of empirical applications, where the e¤ect of some
factors depends on the size of N . For example, in the context of price competition
among rms, the impact of a common shock may depend on the number of rms in
the industry; thus, while for xed N this impact may be non-zero, as N grows large,
higher competition ensures that rms absorb the shock through a decrease in prots, as
opposed to setting higher prices.
In conclusion, a spatially correlated process is cross-sectionally weakly correlated.
On the other hand, the factor structure sets W = iM i0M , where iM is a M  1 column
vector of ones, and so it violates conditions (ii) and (iii). Hence it provides an example
of a process that is not weakly correlated. As a matter of fact, under a factor structure
there areM unobserved variables, ft, which are common for all i and therefore their e¤ect
does not diminish no matter how far in the sequence two random variables, i;t and j;t,
are. As a result, the factor structure dependence is an example of a cross-sectionally
strongly correlated process. The two-way error components model is a degenerate case
of the single-factor structure because it sets i =  for all i. Therefore, it provides
another example of a strongly correlated process, albeit the correlation can be removed
in this case for large N by transforming the data in terms of deviations from time-specic
averages.
Notice that conditions (i)-(iii) of Theorem 2 do not imply that the

ti, i  1
	
se-
quence is spatially ergodic because the row sums ofW need not necessarily be the same,
in which case the elements of the sequence are not identically distributed. Further-
more, the conditions do not require that the sequence is a mixing process either, in
the sense that the elements of the sequence can be asymptotically uncorrelated but not
asymptotically independent12.
Remark 3 Pesaran and Tosetti (2007) dene the scalar sequence

zti , i  1
	
to be
weakly dependent at any given t if its (weighted) average converges to its expectation
in quadratic mean. Specically, let wt 1i denote a weight that satises
P
i
 
wt 1i
2
=
11See e.g. Kapoor, Kelejian and Prucha (2007, pg. 106) and Lee (2007, pg. 491).
12Of course, this requires a strengthening of the moment restrictions   namely, E juij2 < Bu <1, as
opposed to   say   E juijc < Bu <1 for c > 1).
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O
 
N 1=2

and wt 1i
hP
i
 
wt 1i
2i 1
= O
 
N 1=2

for any i  N , and let It 1 be the
information set at time t  1 containing at least zt 1, zt 2; ::: and wt 1, wt 2; :::, where
zt 1 =
 
zt 11 ; :::; z
t 1
N
0
and wt 1 =
 
wt 11 ; :::; w
t 1
N
0
. Then the sequence

zti , i  1
	
is
weakly dependent if
lim
N!1
var
 X
i
wt 1i z
t
i
 It 1
!
= 0.
Under this denition, the following single-factor structure process
ui;t = ift + "i;t,
where i is non-stochastic and bounded, and
E (ft) = E ("i;t) = 0, E
 
f2t

= 2f , E
 
"2i;t

= 2f , E (ft"i;t) = 0, (31)
is weakly correlated so long as limN!1 1N
PN
i=1 i = 0
13. This is not the case, however,
using Denition 1 since it is straightforward to show that
P
j 6=i jij;tj is not bounded in
this case. Intuitively, since all individuals are subject to the same shock the sum of the
absolute conditional covariances between individual disturbances grows with N .
The following theorem provides a law of large numbers for weakly correlated se-
quences.
Theorem 4 Let

ti, i  1
	
= 1;t; 2;t; 3;t; ::: be a scalar sequence with cross-sectionally
weakly correlated elements, such that E (i;t) = 0 and E

2i;t

< B <1. Then
1
N
NX
i=1
i;t   E (i;t) p! 0 (32)
Proof. It follows directly from Stout (1974, Corollary 2.4.1) and the Kronecker lemma.
Theorem 2 shows that so long as conditions (i)-(iii) are satised, i;t is weakly cor-
related, or asymptotically uncorrelated across i. In turn, according to Theorem 4, the
latter implies that the rst sample centered moment of i;t will converge in probability
to zero. The following corollary provides the additional condition necessary to validate
the moment conditions given in (10) and (23) under weakly correlated errors.
Corollary 5 Let

ti, i  1
	
and

uti, i  1
	
be two scalar sequences, 1;t; 2;t; 3;t; :::
and u1;t; u2;t; u3;t; ::: respectively, which are cross-sectionally weakly correlated. The
product of these sequences will also be cross-sectionally weakly correlated.
13See Pesaran and Tosetti (2007), Theorem 16, page 15.
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Direct application of Corollary 5 implies that
plimN!1
1
N
NX
i=1
(yi;t si;t) = plimN!1
1
N
NX
i=1
" 
i
1   +
1X
=0
ui;t s 
!
ui;t
#
=
1X
=0
plimN!1
1
N
NX
i=1
ui;t s ui;t = 0 for t = 3; :::; T and s = 2; :::; T   1, (33)
and
plimN!1
1
N
NX
i=1
(yi;t 1i;t) =
1X
=0
plimN!1
1
N
NX
i=1
ui;t 1 it = 0.for t = 3; 4; :::; T ,
(34)
under weakly correlated errors. Therefore DIF GMM and SYS GMM are consistent.
Remark 6 Observe that when a weakly correlated process is dened as in Remark 3,
the sample average over i of the product between fi;t s  , i  1g and fi;t, i  1g
does not necessarily converge to its expectation; for instance, for the single-factor pro-
cess given in (31) and assuming that limN!1 1N
PN
i=1 i = 0, we have
1
N
PN
i=1 ui;t s  
E (ui;t s) ! 0 and 1N
PN
i=1ui;t   E (ui;t) ! 0. However, the sample average
1
N
PN
i=1 ui;t sui;t converges to 
2
ft sft, where 
2
 =plimN!1
1
N
PN
i=1 
2
i , despite the
fact that E (ui;t sui;t) = 0 for s = 2; :::; t  1.
Since asymptotic uncorrelatedness encompasses spatial dependence, it follows that
DIF GMM and SYS GMM are consistent under spatially correlated errors. On the other
hand, under factor structure dependence the correlation between i;t and ij;t persists.
Therefore the law of large numbers provided above breaks down and plimN!1 1N
PN
i=1 yi;t si;t 6=
0, despite the fact that E (yi;t si;t) = 014.
In conclusion, it has been shown that the dynamic panel GMM estimator does not
require cross-sectionally independent errors for consistency   rather, it su¢ ces that, if
there is such dependence, this is weak (in the way dened above) at any given point
in time. Theorem 2 shows that this holds true under conditions (i)-(iii), which are
more general than uniform boundedness of the row and column sums ofW. The factor
structure in the error process violates these conditions and therefore the standard panel
GMM estimator is not consistent in this case.
5 Moment Conditions With Spatial Dependence
Suppose that the errors are spatially correlated. It turns out that not only DIF GMM
and SYS GMM are consistent, but also, there is an additional set of moment conditions
14See also Saradis and Robertson (2008).
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that becomes relevant in this case. These moment conditions are non-redundant in the
sense that they increase the asymptotic e¢ ciency of the estimators.15
In particular, consider the basic model in (1) and let M = N , which yields
yi;t = yi;t 1 + i;t, i;t = i + (i wi)0 ft + "i;t; i = 1; :::; N , and t = 2; :::; T , (35)
where i =
 
i;1; :::; i;M
0 is the ith row of = [1;2; :::;N ]0 and is anNM [= N ]
matrix with i;m = i(modN)+1;m(modN)+1 =  for i = 1; :::; N and m = i + , where
 = 0; 1; :::; N   1. Also, wi = (wi;1; :::; wi;M )0 is the ith row of W = [w1;w2; :::;wN ]0,
where W is a sparse weighting matrix populated primarily with zeros. Let

yi;t be a
vector that contains the non-zero elements of [(y1;t; y2;t; :::; yN;t)w0i]0 but excludes yit
itself, i.e. a vector that contains those elements that are spatially correlated with yit,
depending on the structure of wi. Under Assumptions 1-6, the autoregressive model
(35) implies the following additional  (T   1) (T   2) =2 moment conditions in the rst-
di¤erenced equations
E

yi;t sui;t

= 0; for t = 3; ::T and 2  s  t  1, (36)
and the following  (T   2) moment conditions in the equations in levels
E



yi;t 1ui;t

= 0; for t = 3; :::; T , (37)
where  denotes the number of non-zero elements in wi. Notice that for the moment
conditions in (37) we have not imposed any restrictions on the initial conditions process
generating yi1   other than the usual one provided by Assumption 3 of course. On the
contrary, when yi;t 1 is used as an instrument for yi;t 1, (24) is required.
Theorem 7 The spatial moment conditions (36) and (37) are non-redundant in the
sense that the GMM estimators that use the enlarged set of moment conditions, (10)
together with (36) and (23) together with (37), have smaller asymptotic variance than
the GMM estimators that use the smaller set, (10) and (23) :
Proof. See Appendix B.
Thus, for example, for an SMA(1) process we have
cov
h
yi;t s; (yi;t 1   b1yi;t s)i =
=

1
1 2
2
"

^(i wi)0 (i wi) + (i wi)
 h
s 2
1+ 
2
"
 
1 + (i wi)0 (i wi)
i
2
(1 )2 +
1
1 2
2
"
 
1 + (i wi)0 (i wi)

  
s 2
1 + 
2"

^(i wi)0 (i wi) + (i wi)

6= 0. (38)
15Breusch, Qian, Schmidt and Wyhowski (1999) provide a general treatment of redundancy of moment
conditions.
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In this case we have
E

i
0
i

= E

( (W 
 IT )"i+"i) ( (W 
 IT )"i+"i)0

= E

[ (W 
 IT ) + INT ]"i"0i


 
W0 
 IT

+ INT

= 2" [ (W 
 IT ) + INT ] (IN 
Hi)


 
W0 
 IT

+ INT

= 2" [ (W 
 IT ) (IN 
Hi) + INT (IN 
Hi)]


 
W0 
 IT

+ INT

= 2" (W 
Hi)
 
W0 
 IT

+ 2" (W 
Hi)
+2" (IN 
Hi)
 
W0 
 IT

+ 2" (IN 
Hi)
= 2"

2WW0 + 
 
W +W0

+ IN

Hi (39)
and therefore

2WW0 +  (W +W0) + IN

replaces IN in the expression for the weight-
ing matrix of DIF GMM in (20). A similar point applies to IN in (28) for SYS GMM.
Of course, in practice  is unknown; one option is to replace  with an arbitrary value
(say  = 0:5) at rst stage, and then obtain an estimate of  by solving the following
quadratic equation: b2t rt (1)  bt + rt (1) = 0 (40)
where rt (1) = est:corr: (bi;t; bj;t) and bi;t is the rst-stage residual of unit i for t =
2; :::; T . (40) has two solutions for each t, but given that r 1t (1) = bt + b 1t one root is
the reciprocal of the other, which implies that the estimator for  at time t equals
bt = 1 p1  4r2t (1)2rt (1) (41)
The other solution can be ruled out since it will have an absolute value greater than
one, which is not possible given the restriction jj < 1. A simple average b = 1T Pbt
can then be constructed to provide an estimate of b.
6 Consistent GMM Estimation under both Spatial and
Factor Error Structure
The moment conditions analysed in the previous section can be particularly useful in
general error processes that include unobserved common factors and spatial correlations.
This is because while the standard moment conditions in (10) and (23) are invalidated
in this case (see Saradis and Robertson, 2008), it turns out that the moment conditions
obtained from those individuals which unit i is spatially correlated with, are still valid.16
As an illustration, consider a mixture case for the error term, where there is a spatial
moving average process of rst-order along with a K-factor structure. In this case the
16Notice that the use of other instruments with respect to individual i will not help either, unless these
instruments are not functions of (lagged values of) y and certain regularity conditions hold true, such as
those in Saradis, Yamagata and Robertson (2008).
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basic model can be written in terms of deviations from time-specic averages as follows
y
i;t
= y
i;t 1 + i;t,
i;t = ai + ui;t, ui;t =
KX
m=1

i;m
fm;t + "i;t + "j;t, (42)
where j = i (modN) + 1 and  denotes the SMA(1) coe¢ cient in order to make the
distinction between the factor loadings and the spatial parameter more clear. A similar
error process that is subject to both spatial correlations and common unobserved factors
is studied by Pesaran and Tosetti (2007) for T large. Notice that it is not important
what the particular form of spatial dependence in "i;t is   what is required essentially
is that there is a subset ofW that satises conditions (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 2, as in
(8).
The following proposition demonstrates an interesting result.
Proposition 8 Under Assumptions 1-6, the panel autoregressive model in (42) can be
estimated consistently using method of moments estimators that rely on the following
moment conditions
Moment Conditions for DIF GMM:
plimN!1
1
N
"
NX
i=1
TX
t=s+1
y
j;t si;t
#
= 0; for s = 2; :::; T   1, (43)
and
plimN!1
1
N
"
NX
i=1
TX
t=s+1
y
j;t syi;t 1
#
=   (T   s)
1 + 
2". (44)
Moment Conditions for SYS GMM:
plimN!1
1
N
"
NX
i=1
TX
t=3
y
j;t 1i;t
#
= 0 (45)
and
plimN!1
1
N
"
NX
i=1
TX
t=3
y
j;t 1yi;t 1
#
= 
(T   2)
1 + 
2". (46)
Proof. See Appendix C.
The above implies that the model given in (42) can be estimated consistently using a
simple IV estimator that employs y
j;t 2 as an instrument foryi;t 1, or a rst-di¤erenced
GMM estimator that instruments y
i;t 1 by yj;t s for s = 2; 3; :::; and a system GMM
estimator that uses y
j;t 1 as an instrument for yi;t 1 in the levels equations. This
is because the correlation between y
j;t sand yi;t 1 (or between yj;t 1 and yi;t 1 in
16
levels) is non-zero while the correlation between y
j;t sand i;t (and yj;t 1and i;t
in levels) remains zero. Therefore, dening ZMM =
 
ZMM1 ; :::;Z
MM
N
0
with ZMMi =
y
j;1
; y
j;2
; :::; y
j;T 2

, as well as the following matrices of instruments
Zyi =
266664
y
j;1
0 0    0 0    0
0 y
j;1
y
j;2
   0 0    0
...
...
...
...
...
...
0 0 0    y
j;1
y
j;2
   y
j;T 2
377775 ; i =
26664
i;3
i;4
...
i;T
37775 , (47)
and
Zysysi =
266664
Zyi 0    0
0 y
j;2
0
: :
. . . :
0 0    y
j;T
377775 ; sysi =

i
i

, (48)
Proposition 8 implies that the following moment estimators are valid.
byIV = Z0MMy 1 1  Z0MMy , (49)
byDIF GMM =  1Ny0 1ZbAyN 1 Z0y 1
 1  1
N
y0 1Z
bAyN 1 Z0y , (50)
and
bySY S GMM =  1NY0 1Zsys bAyN;sys 1 Zsys0Y 1
 1  1
N
Y0 1Z
sys
bAyN;sys 1 Zsys0Y .
(51)bAyN 1 is the weighting matrix of the two-step rst-di¤erenced GMM estimator,
which can be estimated from
bAyN = Z0  bb0
HiZ, (52)
whereHi has been dened in (21) and b is an N(T   2) matrix of residuals, obtained
from a rst-step rst-di¤erenced GMM estimator. Notice that the least-squares estimate
of bb0 in (52) is rank decient because it is an N N matrix and has rank T   2.
The matrix inside the square brackets of (52) is also rank decient because it is a square
matrix of order N (T   2) and has rank (T   2)2 : However, bAyN is a square  matrix,
which has rank equal to min

; (T   2)2

. Therefore, provided that we do not use too
many instruments, i.e.   (T   2)2 ; (52) will be of full rank and the weighting matrix
will exist.
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bAyN;sys 1 is the weighting matrix of the two-step system GMM estimator, which
can be estimated from bAyN;sys = Zsys0 bQZsys, (53)
with bQ being equal to
bQ =   bb0
 (Hi) 0
0
 bb0
 (IT 2)

. (54)
7 Properties of GMM Estimators
To investigate the properties of these moment estimators we follow the approach by
Blundell and Bond (1998) and we consider the case where T = 3, for which there is only
a single instrument available for the endogenous regressor, both in the rst-di¤erenced
equations and those in levels. In this way, DIF GMM and SYS GMM reduce to simple
instrumental variable estimators and the corresponding rst-stage regressions may help
to analyse the strength of the instruments used as a function of the parameters of
interest in more general cases.
7.1 Equations in First-Di¤erences
For the equations in rst-di¤erences, the rst-stage regression is given by
y
i;2
= dy
j;1
+ wi (55)
where wi is an error term. The least-squares estimator for d, which reects the strength
of the relation between the instrument and the endogenous regressor, is equal to
bd = PNi=1 yj;1yi;2PN
i=1 y
2
j;1
. (56)
Using Assumptions 1-6 in model (42) it is straightforward to show that the plim ofbd equals
plimN!1
bd
=
(  1) plimN!1 1N
PN
i=1 yj;1yi;1 + plimN!1
1
N
P
y
j;1

y
i;2
  y
i;1

plimN!1 1N
PN
i=1 y
2
j;1
= (  1)  
2
"
1  2

2
(1  )2 +
2"
1  2
 
1 + 2

+w01w1
 1
= (  1) 
"

2=
2
" +
 
1 + 2

+
 
1  2 [w01 (=2")w1]
#
, (57)
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where  = 1 1+ and w1 =
P1
s=0 
sf1 s.
Thus, we can see that for xed T the plim of bd depends on various parameters,
namely ; ; 2;  and 
2
": For example, as ! 1 the plim of the estimator converges
to zero, which implies that the correlation between y
j;t 2 and yi;t 1 becomes weak.
The intuition behind this is illustrated in the following gure, which shows two cases of
 when the values of 2; , 
2
" and  are held xed:
Weak instruments with cross section
dependence.
When  9 1, y
j;1
is correlated with y
i;2
and since Cov

y
j;1
;i;3

= 0 y
j;1
is a
valid instrument. Note that the use of y
i;1
as an instrument is not valid here because
 6= 0 and therefore Cov

y
i;1
;i;3

6= 0. On the other hand, as ! 1 the correlation
between y
j;1
and y
j;2
becomes weak; this is because the link between y
j;2
and y
i;2
is not e¤ective anymore since y
j;1
is poorly correlated with y
j;2
; while the link between
y
j;1
and y
i;1
does not help either because y
i;1
is poorly correlated with y
i;2
.
When there is no variation in the factor loadings across i,  = 0 and the plim of bd
remains non-zero but of course in this case y
i;1
is also valid as instrument. On the other
hand, for a given non-zero value of  and jj < 1 the plim of the estimator converges to
zero as either
 
2=
2
"
!1 or  =2"!1. The former result is similar to Blundell
and Bond (1998). Interestingly, the same appears to apply for the ratio between 
and 2". Intuitively, this is because the contribution of the spatial component of the
error process in i;3 (and thereby the correlation between yi2 and yj1) diminishes
with high values of  and increases with high values of 2".
7.2 Equations in Levels
For the equations in levels the rst-stage regression is given by
y
i;2
= ly
j;2
+ wli (58)
and the least squares estimator of l equals
bl = PNi=1yj;2yi;2PN
i=1

y
j;2
2 (59)
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Using Assumptions 1-4, it is straightforward to show that the plim of bl equals
plimN!1
bl
=
plimN!1
1
N
PN
i=1 yj;2yi;2   plimN!1 1N
PN
i=1 yj;1yi;1   plimN!1 1N
PN
i=1 yj;1i;2
plimN!1
1
N
PN
i=1

y
j;2
2
=

2
 
1 + 2

+ (1 + ) [w02 (=2")w2]
(60)
where w2 =
P1
=0 
f2  . Here we can see that as  ! 1 the above expression
converges to
plimN!1
bd = 1
2
 
1 + 2

+w02 (=2")w2
(61)
and so y
j;2
remains informative as an instrument for y
i;2
, provided of course that  6= 0.
In addition, when  = 0 the random element in (61) disappears and the expression
becomes equal to a constant number   specically, plimN!1
bl = = 2  1 + 2.
Similarly to (57) ; the plim of bl converges to zero as  =2"!1 for the same reason
that has been discussed previously   that is, because the contribution of the spatial
component of the error process in i3 diminishes.
8 Small Sample Properties of Moment Estimators
This section investigates the nite-sample performance of the various estimators pro-
posed in this paper using simulated data. The main focus of the analysis lies on the
impact of the relative importance of the unobserved factors in the total error process for
di¤erent values of N , T and .
8.1 Monte Carlo Design
The underlying data generating process is given by
yit = yit 1 + i + uit;
uit = ift + "it + "jt, i = 1; 2; :::; N ; t =  48; 47; :::; T . (62)
where i  iidN
 
0; 2

; "it  iidN
 
0; 2"

, ft  iidN

0; 2f

and j = i (modN) :
Also, the factor loadings are drawn from
i  iidU [ 0:25; 0:25] (63)
The performance of GMM estimation depends crucially upon the ratio of the two
variance components, ai and uit; on var(yit) as shown in (57). This implies that as the
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value of  increases, or the amount of cross-sectional dependence decreases, the impact
of i on var (yit) will tend to become larger and thereby comparisons across experiments
with di¤erent levels of cross-sectional dependence will not be valid. To control this ratio
we use the following simple result
var (yit) = var
"
i
1   +
 1X
s=0
suit s
!#
=
2
(1  )2 +
2u
1  2 (64)
and we set 2 =  [(1  ) = (1 + )]2u with  = 117.
In addition to 2=
2
u, the performance of the estimators will depend on the proportion
of 2u attributed to the factor structure in uit   hereafter this proportion is denoted by
(d), d = 1; :::; 4. Therefore, noticing that
2u =
 

2
2f + 
2

2
f + 
2
"
 
1 + 2

(65)
and normalising 2f = 1, we can produce the following result
2" =

1  (d)

(d)
 

2
+ 2 
1 + 2
 (66)
Since the values of
 

2 and 2 are determined solely by (63) and so they are xed,
normalising  = 0:5 implies that 2" will change only according to (d). As this ratio
increases, the impact of the factor structure in the error process will rise. We choose
the following values for (d):8>><>>:
Low impact of factor structure on uit: (1) = 1=3
Medium impact of factor structure on uit: (2) = 1=2
Medium-to-high impact of factor structure on uit: (3) = 2=3
High impact of factor structure on uit: (4) = 3=4
We consider N = 400; 800 and T = 6, 10, since our focus is T xed, N ! 1. 
alternates between 0:5; 0:7 and 0:9: The initial value of yit has been set equal to zero
but the rst 50 observations have been discarded before choosing the sample, so as to
ensure that the initial zero values do not have an impact on the results. All experiments
are based on 2,000 replications.
8.2 Results
Since the IV estimator has no nite moments, Tables A1-A2 in the appendix report me-
dian bias and median square error for all estimators. FE is the xed e¤ects estimator,
IV is the simple instrumental variables estimator that uses yit 2 as a single instrument
17See Kiviet (1995) and Bun and Kiviet (2006).
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for yit 1 and DIF and SY S denote the rst-di¤erenced and system GMM estimat-
ors respectively18. The superscript indicates that the corresponding estimator uses
instrument(s) with respect to another cross-sectional, unit j.
As expected, the performance of all estimators depends on (d), the value of  and
the size of T and N . Specically, as the value of  increases for a given value of , T
and N , the estimators su¤er a rise in bias and in RMSE. This is natural because as the
relative impact of the factor structure in the total error process increases, the invalidity
of the instruments used with respect to unit i itself (such as in IV , DIF and SY S) is
magnied. For the estimators that make use of instruments with respect to unit j, the
rise in bias and RMSE is also intuitive because as  increases, the contribution of the
spatial component in the error process   and thereby the correlation between yit 1
and yjt 2   diminishes.
Having said that, two things are clear from these results; rst, IV , DIF  and SY S
outperform IV , DIF and SY S respectively under all circumstances. Second, the relative
performance of IV , DIF  and SY S improves with larger values of . This is also
intuitive   ultimately, as  ! 0 the factor structure in the error process diminishes and
the asymptotic bias of IV, DIF and SYS approaches zero. Notice also that in terms
of RMSE, SYS performs better than DIF, which performs better than IV, with the
relative di¤erence in performance being increased according to the value of . As T
rises, the performance of the estimators improves without exception.
Finally, it is important to emphasise that as the size of N increases, the bias and
RMSE of IV , DIF  and SY S decreases considerably. This is not the case for the
conventional estimators, IV , DIF and SY S, the performance of which   if anything  
deteriorates with larger values of N .
9 Concluding Remarks
Error cross-sectional dependence is an increasingly popular research topic in the analysis
of panel data. Despite this fact, the issue has not attracted much attention in GMM
estimation of short dynamic panels, where it is commonly assumed that the regression
errors are independent across cross-sectional individuals. This paper has shown that, in
fact, independence or uncorrelatedness is not necessary for GMM consistency or asymp-
totic e¢ ciency   rather, it is su¢ cient that, if there is such correlation in the errors,
this is weak in the sense that the sequence of the covariances of the disturbances across
individuals i and j at time t, given the conditioning set of all time-invariant character-
istics of individuals i and j, converges absolutely as N ! 1. If this condition is not
satised, the errors are said to be strongly correlated. Spatial dependence presents an
example of cross-sectionally weakly correlated errors while the factor structure depend-
ence provides an example of cross-sectionally strongly correlated errors. As a result,
the standard dynamic panel GMM estimators that exist in the literature remain con-
18DIF and SYS are estimated in two steps and they use yit 2 and yit 3 as instruments for yit 1
in the rst-di¤erenced equations. Furthermore, SYS GMM uses the optimal weighting matrix (when
2 = 0), as derived in Windmeijer (2000).
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sistent under spatially correlated errors but not so under a factor structure. When the
errors are cross-sectionally weakly correlated there are additional moment conditions
that arise   in particular, instruments with respect to the individual(s) which unit i is
correlated with. We demonstrate that these moment conditions are particularly useful
when the errors are subject to both weak and strong correlations, in which case the
standard instruments are invalid. The properties of the resulting GMM estimators have
been analysed under di¤erent circumstances. Simulated experiments have shown that
these estimators outperform the conventional ones, in terms of both median bias and
root median square error. This result is magnied as the impact of the factor structure
in the total error process increases. In addition, larger values of N are accompanied
by a considerable decrease in bias and RMSE for the estimators put forward in this
paper. This is not the case with the conventional estimators, the performance of which
is naturally not a¤ected by the size of N .
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Appendices
A Proof of Theorem 2
The error process is given by i;t = i +
PM
m=1 i;mwi;mfm;t + "i;t. We maintain Assumptions 1-6
throughout and we also require that E (ii+k) = 0 for all k 6= 0. Notice that we do not wish to restrict
M to be nite necessarily because spatial dependence processes arise from the above error structure by
letting M grow with N . First, for i;t to have nite variance we must have the following conditions hold
true: (i) wi;m = O (1) 8 i; m and (ii) Ri=N ! 1 for i = 1; :::; N , where Ri is the number of elements in
the ith row ofW that are either zero, or at most of order N 1=2    an individual element is denoted
as wi;m = O

N 1=2 

for some   0. Of course if M = O (1), condition (i) is su¢ cient to ensure
nite variance. If M grows with N , (ii) implies that jjWjj1 = maxi
PM
m=1 jwi;mj = O

N1=2

but not
vice versa.
Now, the correlation coe¢ cient between i;t and j;t is given by
ij;t =
Cov (i;t; j;tjij)
[V ar (i;tjij)V ar (j;t) jij ]1=2
=
E (i;tj;tjij)
E
 
2i;tjij

E
 
2j;tjij
1=2
=
PM
m=1 i;mj;mwi;mwj;m
2
fmh
2 +
PM
m=1 
2
i;mw
2
i;m
2
fm
+ 2"

2 +
PM
m=1 
2
j;mw
2
j;m
2
fm
+ 2"
i1=2 .
The condition
P
j 6=i jij;tj < 1, is automatically satised when the number of non-zero values in
the mth column of W is bounded, for all m. On the other hand, if this is not the case what we
require is that Cm=N ! 1 for m = 1; :::;M , where Cm is the number of elements in the mth column
of W that are either zero, or of smaller order than N 1=2, denoted as wi;m = o

N 1=2

. This
means that jjWjj1 = maxm
PN
i=1 jwi;mj = o

N1=2

but not vice versa. Furthermore, it implies that
wi;mwj;m = o
 
N 1

for m = 1; :::;M . As a result, we have
P
j 6=i
PM
m=1
i;mj;mwi;mwj;m2fm =
Op (1) and
P
j
PM
m=1
2j;mw2j;m2fm = Op (1) 8 k. Since both 2 and 2" are bounded, it follows thatP
j 6=i jij;tj <1.
B Proof of Theorem 7
In the context of a linear regression model a set of moment conditions, Z2, is redundant given another
set of moment conditions, Z1, if the (net of Z1) covariance between Z2 and the set of instrumented
regressors is zero (see Breusch, Qian, Schmidt and Wyhowski (1999)). In our set up, this traslates
to showing that cov
h
yi;t s; (yi;t 1   b1yi;t s)i = cov yi;t s;yi;t 1   Piyi;t 1yi;t sP
i y
2
i;t s
yi;t s

6= 0
and cov
h


yi;t 1; (yi;t 1   b2yi;t 1)i = cov yi;t 1;yi;t 1   Pi yi;t 1yi;t 1P
i(yi;t 1)
2 yi;t 1

6= 0, whereb1 denotes the least squares coe¢ cient in the regression of yi;t 1 on yi;t s and b2 denotes the least
squares coe¢ cient in the regression of yi;t 1 on yi;t 1.
Initially, notice that

yi;t = 

yi;t 1 +

i + ^(i wi)0ft +

"i;t,
where ^(i wi)0 denotes the matrix that contains the non-zero rows of (W) (wii0N ) excluding
the ith row itself,

i denotes the vector that contains the non-zero elements of

(1; 2; :::; N )
0 wi
0
excluding i itself, and similarly for

"i;t.
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For the spatial moment conditions in the rst-di¤erenced equations, we have
E
h
yi;t syi;t 1
i
= E
" 
i
1   +
^(i wi)0
1X
=0
 ft s  +
1X
=0


"i;t s 
!

 
(i wi)0
1X
=0
ft 1  +
1X
=0
"i;t 1 
!#
= ^(i wi)0E
" 1X
=0
 ft s 
1X
=0
f 0t 1 
#
(i wi) + ^(wi)0E
" 1X
=0
 ft s 
1X
=0
"i;t 1 
#
+E
" 1X
=0


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1X
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f 0t 1 
#
(i wi) + E
" 1X
=0


"i;t s 
1X
=0
"i;t 1 
#
. (67)
For a SEC process, (67) becomes equal to
E
h
yi;t syi;t 1
i
=   
s 2
1 + 
2f
^(i wi)0 (i wi) . (68)
For a SMA process, (67) becomes equal to
E
h
yi;t syi;t 1
i
=
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"t s 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(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s 2
1 + 
2"

^(i wi)0 (i wi) + (i wi)

. (69)
In addition, the covariance between

yi;t s and yi;t s equals
E
h
yi;t syi;t s
i
= E
" 
i
1   +
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i 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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For a SEC process, (70) becomes equal to
E
h
yi;t syi;t s
i
=
1
1  2 
2
f
^(i wi)0 (i wi) . (71)
For a SMA process, (70) becomes equal to
E
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
. (72)
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Furthermore, we have
E [yi;t syi;t 1] = E
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i
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Hence (73) becomes
E [yi;t syi;t 1] =   
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wi) , (74)
for a SEC process, and
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for a SMA process.
Last,
E
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(76)
Combining (67), (67), (73) and (76) we obtain the following expressions for a SEC and a SMA
process, respectively
cov
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and
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For the spatial moment conditions in the equations in levels, we have
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For a SEC process, (85) becomes equal to
E
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For an SMA process (85) equals
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In addition, the covariance between 
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E
h


yi;t 1yi;t 1
i
= E
" 
^(i wi)0
1X
=0
ft 1  +
1X
=0


"i;t 1 
!

 
(i wi)0
1X
=0
ft 1  +
1X
=0
"i;t 1 
!#
= ^(i wi)0E
" 1X
=0
ft 1 
1X
=0
f 0t 1 
#
(i wi) + ^(i wi)0E
" 1X
=0
ft 1 
1X
=0
"i;t 1 
#
+E
" 1X
=0


"i;t 1 
1X
=0
f 0t 1 
#
(i wi) + E
" 1X
=0


"i;t 1 
1X
=0
"i;t 1 
#
. (82)
For a SEC process, (82) becomes equal to
E
h


yi;t 1yi;t 1
i
=
2
1 + 
2f
^(i wi)0 (i wi) . (83)
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For a SMA process, (82) becomes equal to
E
h


yi;t 1yi;t 1
i
=
= ^(i wi)0E
" 1X
=0
"t 1 
1X
=0
"0t 1 
#
(i wi) + E
" 1X
=0


"i;t 1 
1X
=0
"0t 1 
#
(i wi)
=
2
1 + 
2"

^(i wi)0 (i wi) + (i wi)

. (84)
Furthermore, we have
E [yi;t 1yi;t 1] = E
" 
(i wi)0
1X
=0
ft 1  +
1X
=0
"i;t 1 
!

 
i
1   + (i wi)
0
1X
=0
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 +
1X
=0
"i;t 1 
!#
= (i wi)0E
" 1X
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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#
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wi)0E
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=0
"i;t 1 
#
+(i wi)0E
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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=0
"i;t 1 
#
+ E
" 1X
=0
"i;t 1 
1X
=0
"i;t 1 
#
. (85)
For a SEC process, (85) becomes equal to
E [yi;t 1yi;t 1] =
1
1 + 
2f (i wi)0 (i wi) . (86)
For an SMA process, (85) becomes equal to
E [yi;t 1yi;t 1] =
= (i wi)0E
" 1X
=0
"t 1 
1X
=0
"0t 1 
#
(i wi) + E
" 1X
=0
"i;t 1 
1X
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"i;t 1 
#
=
1
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
1 + (i wi)0 (i wi)

2". (87)
Last,
E

(yi;t 1)
2 = E " (i wi)0 1X
=0
ft 1  +
1X
=0
"i;t 1 
!2#
=
(
1
1+
2f
^(i wi)0 (i wi) + 11 2 2" for a SEC process, and
1
1+
2"

1 + (i wi)0 (i wi)

for a SMA process.
(88)
Combining (79), (82), (85) and (88) we obtain the following expressions for a SEC and a SMA
process, respectively
cov
h


yi;t 1; (yi;t 1   b2yi;t 1)i = cov
"


yi;t 1;
 
yi;t 1  
P
i yi;t 1yi;t 1P
i (yi;t 1)
2 yi;t 1
!#
= cov



yi;t 1; yi;t 1

 
cov



yi;t 1;yi;t 1

cov (yi;t 1; yi;t 1)
var
 
y2i;t 1

=
1
1 + 
2f
^(i wi)0 (i wi) 

2
1+
2f
^(i wi)0 (i wi)
 h
1
1+
2f (i wi)0 (i wi)
i
1
1+
2f
^(wi)0 (wi) + 11 2 2"
6= 0,(89)
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and
cov
h


yi;t 1; (yi;t 1   b2yi;t 1)i =
=  

2
1+
2"

^(i wi)0 (i wi) + (i wi)
 h
1
1+

1 + (i wi)0 (i wi)

2"
i
1
1+

1 + (i wi)0 (i wi)

2"
+
1
1 + 
2"

^(i wi)0 (i wi) + (i wi)

6= 0. (90)
C Proof of Proposition 8
Dene o
i
=i    and oi = i    = i. Under Assumptions 1-4 and we have E
h
o
i
oi
i
=
o
i
E (oi ) = 0 since i is non-stochastic. Furthemore, V ar
h
o
i
oi
i
= E
h
o
i
oi
o
i
o0
i
i
= o
i
o0
i
2 and
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h
o
i
oi ;
o
j
oj
i
= o
i
o0
j
E

oi
o
j

= 0 for i 6= j. Hence, from a Weak Law of Large Numbers we have
1
N
NX
i=1
h
o
i
oi
i
p! 0
Furthermore, following an approach similar to (14) we have
p
N
1
N
NX
i=1
h

i
i
i
=
p
N
1
N
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h
o
i
     i [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  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p
N
1
N
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o
i
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  )
p
N
1
N
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o
i
     pN 1N
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p
N
1
N
NX
i=1
 
  

(  )
=
p
N
1
N
NX
i=1
o
i
oi + op (1) (91)
where the last line follows from the fact that
 
  

= Op

N 1=2

, (  ) = Op

N 1=2

,
N 1=2
PN
i=1 
o
i
= Op (1) and N 1=2
PN
i=1 
o
i = Op (1). In the same way we have E
h
o
i
"oi;t
i
=
o
i
E
 
"oi;t

= 0, V ar
h
o
i
"oi;t
i
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o
i
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i
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h
o
i
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o
j
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i
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o
i
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j
E
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o
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and 8 t, s. As a result, 1
N
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h
o
i
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N
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h

i
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i
=
p
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N
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In addition, 1
N
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i=1

oi "
o
i;t
 p! 0 and pN 1
N
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i=1

i"i;t

=
p
N 1
N
PN
i=1 
o
i "
o
i;t + op (1). With these
results in mind, the moment conditions given in (43) are equal to
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1
N
"
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i=1
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y
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=
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N
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" 
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0
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!


0
i
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i
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since plimN!1 1N
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h

i
0
j
i
= 0 and
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1
N
"
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i=1
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1
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" 
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0
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i
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0
i
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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=0
"i;t 1 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=   (T   s)
1 + 
2".(93)
For SYS GMM we have
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1
N
"
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i=1
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y
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=
=
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1
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0
j
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

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0
i
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= 0, (94)
and
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1
N
"
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=
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1
N
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0
j
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 +
1X
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1X
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0
i
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